
Despite the remarkable preclinical success of gene 
therapy, its clinical applications remain limited1–3. 
Clinical trials have been crucial for highlighting the 
main challenges, one of which is the high cost of vector 
production. Another challenge relates to vector target-
ing: to achieve successful gene therapy, the appropriate 
genes must be delivered to and expressed in target cells, 
without harming non-target cells. One approach is to 
use promoters that are active only in the target cell (tran-
scriptional targeting; for a review, see REF. 4). Although 
this strategy can reduce or even eliminate potential toxic 
side effects of the transgene, it does not address the need 
to avoid those that result from the mislocalization of 
vector particles. Furthermore, transcriptional targeting 
alone is not sufficient to ensure gene expression in the 
target cell, which also requires efficient introduction of 
the therapeutic nucleic acid into the correct cells.

The development of technologies that allow tar-
geting of specific cells has progressed substantially in 
recent years for several types of vectors, particularly 
viral vectors, which have been used in 70% of gene 
therapy clinical trials as of January 2007 (REF. 5). Non-
viral gene therapy, although promising, presents greater 
challenges with regard to gene-transfer efficiency (these 
approaches are discussed in REFS 6,7). This reflects the 
vast time that viruses have had to evolve naturally into 
efficient gene-transfer vehicles (FIG. 1). Building on this 
advantage, many groups are currently working towards 
improving the features of viral vectors for gene therapy 
purposes.

One major technical challenge in facilitating the 
efficient infection of the correct cells by viral vec-
tors — known as transductional targeting — is that 

the native tropism of the virus often does not meet 
the therapeutic need. To avoid toxic side effects, the 
natural tropism of the vector must often be ablated 
or diminished. The vector might also need to be 
engineered to infect target cells that it does not infect 
naturally. If target cells are easily isolated from the 
patient (for example, from the blood or bone mar-
row) and re-transferred, ex vivo gene transfer might be 
ideal, and broadening of the vector tropism might 
be advantageous. Alternatively, a local application 
might be sufficient (for example, for a locally restricted 
tumour or a small organ such as the eye) and, depend-
ing on the possible side effects of gene transfer to local 
non-target cells, broadening or narrowing the tropism 
might be required. Finally, systemic treatment might be 
necessary, for example, to reach disseminated metastases 
or a large number of somatic cells to correct a genetic 
defect. In this situation, the tropism must be narrowed 
down to the target cells only. 

Here we discuss new approaches aimed at improv-
ing viral vector targeting, focusing mainly on systemic 
targeting, which promises ease of application and great 
therapeutic returns. There are several obstacles that need 
to be overcome in order for a systematically applied vec-
tor to reach its target cells (BOX 1). The challenge that has 
been most widely studied, and on which we focus here, 
is the final step of infecting the target cell. To accomplish 
this, the vector must display a suitable ligand to bind a 
target-cell receptor. The natural tropism of some viruses 
matches their vector utility, as is the case for the herpes 
virus, which can be used for neuronal gene delivery8, but 
in many cases the vector must be engineered to have a 
new tropism. This final obstacle to targeting has received 
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Abstract | To achieve therapeutic success, transfer vehicles for gene therapy must be 

capable of transducing target cells while avoiding impact on non-target cells. Despite 

the high transduction efficiency of viral vectors, their tropism frequently does not 

match the therapeutic need. In the past, this lack of appropriate targeting allowed only 

partial exploitation of the great potential of gene therapy. Substantial progress in 

modifying viral vectors using diverse techniques now allows targeting to many cell 

types in vitro. Although important challenges remain for in vivo applications, the first 

clinical trials with targeted vectors have already begun to take place.
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the most attention from researchers, mainly owing to the 
fact that its study has been easier because of the avail-
ablity of in vitro models (BOX 2), unlike the other obstacles 
that are discussed in BOX 1.

Most progress in vector development has been 
achieved using adenovirus (Ad), adeno-associated virus 
(AAV) and vectors that are derived from retroviruses, 
particularly lentiviruses (TABLE 1). The technical hurdles 
that must be overcome in developing effective therapeu-
tic systems are similar for most viral vector systems; so, 
methods to enhance one vector system often have gen-
eral relevance. Here we discuss the main approaches that 
have been applied to vector targeting, and outline the 
important challenges that need to be addressed in order 
for gene therapy using viral vectors to reach widespread 
clinical application. 

Vector targeting by pseudotyping

Pseudotyping, which was the first method used to alter 
viral vector tropism, involves transferring viral attachment 

proteins either between strains within a family of viruses 
or between virus families (FIG. 2; TABLE 2). Pseudotyping 
can be achieved by co-transfection of plasmids, with one 
encoding the attachment protein to be pseudotyped and 
separate plasmids encoding all other vector components. 
This approach is used routinely to pseudotype AAV and 
retroviral or lentiviral vectors. Alternatively, the viral 

attachment protein can be expressed in trans from the 
production cell line, or genetically incorporated into 
the viral genome, an approach that is particularly well 
suited to the generation of adenovirus pseudotypes.

Pseudotyping of enveloped vectors. Pseudotyping has 
been used most extensively to modulate the host-cell tro-
pisms of retroviral (including lentiviral) vectors because 
they are highly permissive for incorporation of heterolo-
gous attachment glycoproteins9,10. The most widely used 
retroviral vector pseudotypes are those that incorporate 
the attachment glycoprotein of the vesicular stomatitis 
virus (VSV-G)11, which both allows the production of 
high-titre vector stocks and confers a broad host range. 
The list of other foreign envelope glycoproteins that have 
been incorporated into lentiviral vectors is long, includ-
ing representatives from several virus families. These 
pseudotypes show large differences in their relative 
transduction efficiencies for different tissues. Notable in 
vivo findings include the high efficiencies of neural tissue 
transduction by lyssavirus pseudotypes (the rabies and 
Mokola viruses)9 and efficient transduction of airway 
epithelium by filovirus (Ebola Zaire)9 or paramyxovirus 
(Sendai) pseudotypes12. If lentiviral gene transfer gains 
broader acceptance as a clinically viable vector system, 
these vectors could be used to explore gene therapies for 
Parkinson disease and cystic fibrosis, respectively. 

Figure 1 | Native entry mechanisms of unmodified viral vectors. a | Adenovirus (Ad). Ad serotype 5 binds to its 

receptor CAR (coxsackie and adenovirus receptor) through its fibre knob. Subsequently, integrins interact with the 

RGD peptide motif in the penton base (the capsid protein at the base of the fibre) and facilitate cell entry by 

endocytosis138. b | Adeno-associated virus (AAV). Several basic residues of the AAV2 (adeno-associated virus serotype 2) 

capsid protein VP3 (especially positions R585 and R588) are involved in heparin binding. AAV2 first binds to heparan-

sulphate proteoglycan (HSPG)139 and then to the co-receptor, which can be either an integrin (shown here), human 

fibroblast growth factor receptor or hepatocyte growth factor receptor. The virus is internalized by endocytosis. 

Other AAV serotypes either resemble AAV2 in its heparin binding (such as AAV3 and AAV6), or use different primary 

receptors (for example, sialic acid for AAV4 and AAV5)140. c | Retrovirus (lentivirus): Membrane fusion is the main 

mechanism whereby enveloped viruses deliver their genomes into target cells141. After initial nonspecific adhesion of 

the virus to the cell surface142, viral attachment glycoproteins bind specifically to their cognate receptors, whereupon 

binding becomes irreversible. The host range of retroviral vectors is determined by the interaction of the viral 

envelope protein (Env) and the cellular receptor143. Subsequent steps in the viral entry process vary between different 

viruses but always result in fusion between the lipid membranes of the virus and the host cell, following which the viral 

nucleocapsid is released into the cytoplasm144. In some cases, receptor binding triggers conformational changes in 

the viral proteins that mediate membrane fusion. In others, the cell-bound virus is transported by its receptor into an 

endosomal compartment where a reduction in pH triggers a conformational rearrangement of the viral fusion 

machinery. SU, surface subunit; TM, transmembrane subunit.
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Unfortunately, the specificities of naturally occurring 
viral attachment proteins frequently do not coincide 
with those that are required for targeted gene delivery. 
In response to this, several encouraging studies have 
demonstrated the feasibility of pseudotyping retroviral 
vectors with chimeric envelope glycoproteins from 
Sindbis viruses and gammaretroviruses that have been 
genetically engineered to incorporate polypeptide 
ligands that direct targeting to specific cell types9,13,14 
(see later for a detailed discussion of the genetic incor-
poration of targeting ligands into viruses). As for many 
retroviral targeting approaches, however, accuracy often 
comes at the price of low gene-transfer efficiency via 
the targeted receptors, and optimizing the efficiency of 
targeted gene transfer will be needed to justify clinical 
testing.

The concept of pseudotyping has recently been 
extended to the incorporation of host-cell viral receptors 

(CD4 and CXCR4 or CCR5) into viral envelopes for 
targeted entry into HIV-infected cells. Feasibility was 
demonstrated using a replication-competent rhabdo-
virus (VSV) and non-replicating lentiviral or murine 
leukaemia virus (MLV) vectors to mediate the targeted 
destruction of HIV-infected cells by redirecting them 
to use the HIV-derived glycoprotein HIVgp120 as a 
receptor15–17. However, the efficiency of targeted entry 
into HIV-infected cells was low, for reasons that are not 
understood. 

Pseudotyping of non-enveloped vectors. Pseudotyping 
has also been used for non-enveloped vectors, including 
AAV and adenovirus. An important challenge here is 
that the viral attachment protein must be incorporated 
into a protein capsid instead of a lipid bilayer. This has 
mainly been achieved by substituting coat proteins with 
homologous proteins of other related serotypes, giving 
rise to a new tropism without changing the rest of the 
genome and thus enabling the use of established clon-
ing systems that have been developed for the previous 
serotype. It is also possible to incorporate the coat pro-
teins of unrelated viruses, although structural incom-
patibility can preclude this. For example, on the basis 
of the structural similarities of the trimeric Ad fibre and 
the trimeric reovirus attachment protein σ1, a chimeric 
fibre–σ1 protein was introduced into the Ad capsid by 
modifying the Ad genome, enabling efficient infection 
of primary dendritic cells and intestinal epithelial cells18. 
In cases in which structural incompatibilities hinder 
incorporation of the desired part of the foreign viral 
attachment protein, artificial fibre molecules can be 
used. For example, these have been exploited for fusing 
single-chain variable fragment (scFv) antibodies to the 
Ad vector19. 

Combining prokaryotic and eukaryotic vectors. Current 
eukaryotic viral vectors can infect cells with high effi-
ciency, but they have the disadvantage that their native 
tropism must be ablated to achieve ligand-directed 
targeting upon systemic administration. Prokaryotic 
viruses infect mammalian cells with a low efficiency 
at best, but can be adapted to bind mammalian recep-
tors by genetically engineering a eukaryotic ligand 
into their capsid. For example, one study reported the 
construction of a hybrid vector that comprises an AAV 
cassette inserted in the phage genome and that targets αv 
integrins through an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD-4C) peptide 
motif that is displayed on the phage capsid20. Following 
systemic application in nude mice, this vector showed 
specific targeting to tumours derived from injection of 
human prostate cancer cells, and tumour shrinkage was 
achieved when a therapeutic transgene was introduced 
into the vector. Monitoring the biodistribution of the 
vectors in this study was facilitated using in vivo vector 
imaging (BOX 3). Remarkably, the chimeric vector was 
also highly effective for anti-tumour therapy in the con-
text of immunocompetent mice, even following prior 
phage vaccination and high anti-phage antibody titres. 
A similar strategy could be used for other vectors with 
double-stranded genomes, such as adenoviruses.

Box 1 | Obstacles to systemic targeting 

Many of the obstacles to systemic delivery have been studied most thoroughly for 
adenovirus (Ad), and still need to be addressed in other systems in terms of their 
impact and how they might be overcome. However, the areas discussed below are 
likely to be relevant to all vectors.

The first potential hurdles for a vector are found in the form of the immune system 
and other factors in the blood circulatory system. Reactions with the complement 
system99,100 and pre-existing antibodies101,102 (either naturally occurring or from 
previous vector applications) can impede the vector in reaching its target. Coating 
Ad vectors with polyethylene glycol (PEG) can help to escape both the antibody-
mediated and innate immune responses, but should be combined with targeting as 
this modification can otherwise reduce the efficiency of gene transfer29,103. Blood 
factors (for example, coagulation factor IX and complement protein C4BP) 
can bind the adenoviral fibre and redirect the virus from the bloodstream into 
the liver via uptake through heparan-sulphate proteoglycans and LDL-receptor-
related protein104,105. Furthermore, Ad can interact with human blood cells 
(erythrocytes, neutrophils and monocytes), which can prevent the vector from 
reaching its target106. Serotype switching and modifications of capsid proteins may 
circumvent such interactions. 

The next hurdle is the endothelial cell layer: the vector must exit the bloodstream at 
the right tissue, move beyond the endothelial cell lining, and transduce the target 
cells. Some vascular beds are accessible for vector exit (for example, Ad can exit into 
the liver)107, and some vectors naturally possess mechanisms to allow transcytosis 
beyond the endothelium (for example, some AAV subtypes90 and HIV108 can cross 
certain monolayers). However, in most cases the vascular bed presents a barrier and 
the vector is unable to cross the endothelium109, necessitating vector modification. 
Engineering the ability to undergo transcytosis is one potential mechanism to achieve 
this transition; another method involves the use of cellular vehicles (such as stem cells) 
to carry the vector and home in to the target tissue110,111. Cellular vehicles might be 
especially helpful if one needs to overcome an extracellular matrix that separates the 
target cells (for example, tumour cells) from the endothelium112. After entering the 
correct target tissue, the final step for the vector is to infect the target cell (FIG. 1), as 
discussed in detail in the main text. 

Additional obstacles can exist when tumours are targeted. Despite the fact that 
lesions are accessible on systemic treatment in some experimental models23, such 
models do not fully recapitulate a clinical scenario. Frequently, tumour-cell islets can 
be surrounded by a basal-membrane-like structure within stromal cells. In one animal 
model, blood vessels were observed to be in direct contact with only the stromal 
cells113. The vector would need to cross the stroma and the basal-membrane-like 
structure to reach the tumour. It might be possible to overcome these obstacles using 
stem cells carrying the vector or by first targeting the surrounding area of the tumour 
to weaken stroma- and basal-membrane-like structures (for example, with matrix 
metalloproteinases) and then targeting the tumour. However, targeting of the tumour 
environment might be sufficient for a therapeutic effect, at least in some cases114. 
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Vector targeting using adaptors

Pseudotyping is limited by the number of viral attach-
ment proteins for which receptors are expressed 
exclusively and abundantly on target cells of interest. 
Genetic modifications that can overcome this limitation 
require structural knowledge to guide modification of 
the viral attachment protein — knowledge that is only 
just becoming available. The use of adaptor proteins, 
which can be applied even with a limited knowledge 
of the viral structure, has been explored as an alterna-
tive. Adaptors are molecules with dual specificities: one 
end binds the viral attachment protein and the other 
binds the receptor on the target cell. The advantages of 
this approach are its great flexibility, as different adap-
tors can readily be coupled to the same vector, and the 
fact that it does not require changes in vector structure 

that could be detrimental to vector production or gene 
transfer. Most adaptors can achieve the two main goals 
of targeted delivery: ablating native tropism and confer-
ring a novel tropism towards the desired target. Adaptor 
systems have proved particularly useful for proof-
of-principle preclinical studies, allowing easy testing of 
several target receptors21. 

Receptor–ligand complexes. Receptor–ligand com-
plexes are an important class of adaptors that exploit 
native viral tropisms and are widely used for retargeting 
vectors. The viral receptor is genetically fused to the 
ligand of a receptor that is expressed on the target cell. 
For example, fusing the ectodomain of the adenovirus 
receptor (coxsackie and adenovirus receptor; CAR) with 
CD40L (the ligand for the CD40 receptor on dendritic 
cells) through a trimerization motif successfully targeted 
Ad vectors to dendritic cells with more than four orders 
of magnitude higher efficiency than untargeted Ad 
vectors22 (FIG. 2Ba). Fusing the ectodomain of CAR to a 
single-chain antibody against human carcinoembryonic 
antigen (CEA) allowed vector targeting to subcuta-
neous tumours as well as hepatic metastases of colon 
cancer in nude mice, while simultaneously ablating 
liver tropism23. 

The same principle has been applied for retroviral 
vectors. A fusion of the extracellular domain of the avian 
sarcoma and leukaemia virus (ASLV) retroviral receptor 
(tumour virus subgroup A receptor; TVA) to heregulin-
β1 successfully targeted the vector to cells expressing 
heregulin receptors24, providing a potential therapeu-
tic strategy for the treatment of various malignancies. 
Adaptors that incorporate the ASLV receptor as the 
virus-binding moiety have been explored in particular, 
as they can trigger conformational changes in the ASLV 
envelope glycoprotein that are required for membrane 
fusion and virus entry.

In another important example, this type of target-
ing has been achieved for one of the coronaviruses 
(a class of enveloped RNA viruses), which are potential 
oncolytic agents. The tropism of a replication-competent 
coronavirus, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), was recently 
retargeted by engineering the viral genome to express an 
adaptor protein that consisted of part of the natural cel-
lular receptor of MHV and a targeting peptide, allowing 
multiround infection and killing of target cells25.

Altogether, the receptor–ligand approach shows 
promise for use in a range of preclinical studies. However, 
for clinical applications, other targeting methods (such 
as genetic targeting, discussed below) might be prefer-
able because of the potential risk that the adaptor could 
dissociate from the vector.

Chemical conjugation. Chemical conjugation is a method 
for coupling adaptors to vectors in which the targeting 
ligand is covalently linked to the vector. Polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) and PEG-derived polymers have been used 
to couple Ad vectors to ligands such as fibroblast growth 
factor 2, which was used to target ovarian cancer cells26. 
Endothelial cells have also been targeted using this 
approach, by coupling the Ad vector to PEG and then 

Box 2 | Model systems for evaluating vector targeting

Cell-culture systems. The first step in evaluating the targeting capabilities of a vector 
is usually testing in cell lines. However, this has limited predictive value for in vivo 
scenarios (for example, cell lines can overexpress viral receptors relative to more 
clinically relevant primary cells115). Two-dimensional cell-culture systems are also 
limited in their predictive value as they usually represent only one or two cell types, 
and are grown on an artificial surface in an artificial two-dimensional context. As a first 
step towards three-dimensional culture, primary-tumour spheroids have been used to 
evaluate targeted Ad vectors. The vectors that were tested were replication 
competent in tumour cells and showed gradual penetration of the spheroids116. 
However, these spheroids were almost exclusively composed of tumour cells whereas, 
within a naturally occurring tumour, therapeutic effects can be modified by the 
presence of stromal cells and the extracellular matrix.

Another drawback of two-dimensional culture systems for assessing anti-cancer 
gene therapy mediated by viral vectors is that possible toxic effects on stromal cells 
cannot be evaluated. Three-dimensional cell-culture models can include endothelial 
cells, fibroblasts, immunocompetent cells and extracellular matrix. Although they are 
currently expensive, three-dimensional scaffolds provide a promising system to 
emulate the native structure of living tissue117 and could become a valuable tool for 
vector testing.

Tissue explants. The next step up in sophistication for model systems is the use of 
tissue explants. For example, tissue-slice systems can be used to evaluate targeting to 
any tissue. Although such systems do not directly resemble systemic administration, 
valuable data concerning the transduction of target and non-target tissues can be 
easily obtained. These systems have been available for different applications for some 
time, but their implementation in targeting studies is recent. In one example, this 
approach was used to analyse targeted Ad vector transduction of breast tumour and 
liver cells71. Another tissue explant model is represented by the human skin substrate 
system. Plastic surgery frequently yields skin that can be used ex vivo to evaluate 
vector targeting. This model has recently proved its potential usefulness for gene 
therapy assessment in the context of an Ad vector targeted to dendritic cells118. 

Animal models. Although their circulatory system is comparable to humans, animal 
models have limitations with respect to evaluating transductional targeting. For 
example, they do not express human receptors and, in the case of xenotransplantation 
models in cancer research, they lack a complete immune system. New 
immunocompetent transgenic mouse models that express human receptors are being 
developed for the evaluation of vector targeting. For example, transgenic mice have 
been generated that express human CD46 in an expression pattern that is similar to 
that in humans119; CD46 is the receptor for several viruses, and this mouse model has 
been used to evaluate a pseudotyped Ad5 vector120. 

In some cases, ectopic transgenic expression of the human receptor in a mouse 
model will suffice, and relevant mouse models promise to reduce the effort and 
costs compared with those needed to generate a transgenic model for each target. 
Such a system was recently developed and used for the evaluation of targeted 
adenoviral vectors121–123.
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coupling the Ad–PEG complex to an RGD peptide or 
E-selectin-antibody27. Importantly, PEGylation has the 
potential to shield the vector from the innate immune 
system in vivo28, and it allows infection in the presence 
of Ad antibodies29, which might enable repeated vec-
tor application. Whereas PEGylation can impede cell 
transduction in vitro, this effect does not seem to occur 
in vivo, possibly owing to different hydrodynamic condi-
tions28. So far, targeting by PEGylation has been used for 
AAV and Ad vectors, but could potentially be extended 
to enveloped vectors, for which a PEGylation strategy 
has been recently developed30.

A promising extension of the chemical conjugation 
approach was recently introduced in a study that com-
bined the flexibility of adaptor systems with the advantage 
of the stable covalent bonds that are provided by genetic 
targeting (see below)31. Highly reactive thiol groups were 
introduced into the Ad capsid by genetically inserting cys-
teines at solvent-exposed positions. The thiol groups were 
then coupled to transferrin, which mediated the success-
ful targeting of the vector to cells expressing the receptor 
for this protein. Because the thiol groups are at the tip of 
the fibre, and thus distant from the surface amino groups 
that are used for PEGylation, both systems can be used 
simultaneously. This novel thiol-group coupling system 
allows not only the convenient introduction of full-length 
proteins such as transferrin, but also receptor ligands 

that cannot be introduced by genetic methods, such as 
sugars, fatty acids and small molecules. This approach 
has the potential to be extended to other vector systems, 
possibly with the exception of enveloped vectors: these 
vectors lack the necessary capsid sites for modification 
and, in addition, coupling to the Env protein (retroviral 
or lentiviral viral envelope protein) might be deleterious 
to its function and the chemical steps involved might 
disrupt the viral envelope.

Adaptor systems using avidin and biotin. The high-affinity 
binding between avidin and biotin has been used in 
many biotechnological applications32,33, and gene thera-
pists have taken advantage of this to provide an adaptor 
strategy that has been exploited for several viral vectors 
and forms a valuable basis for targeting studies.

One of the first studies to demonstrate the feasibility 
of this approach for an enveloped virus was reported as 
long ago as 1989 (REF. 34). An ecotropic retrovirus was 
crosslinked to human major histocompatibility complex 
class I (MHCI) in an adaptor strategy in which the virus 
was coated with a biotinylated anti-envelope antibody, 
then with streptavidin, and finally with a biotinylated 
anti-MHC antibody to redirect its attachment. Although 
entry via class I MHC was convincingly demonstrated 
in vitro, the efficiency of this approach was low, for 
reasons that were not fully determined35. 

Table 1 | Key features of viral vectors

Feature Adenoviral vector Helper-dependent 
adenoviral vector

AAV vector Retroviral 
vector

Lentiviral 
vector

Particle size (nm) 70–100 70–100 20–25 100 100

Cloning capacity (kb) 8–10 ~30 4.9 (10 after heterodimerization 
of two AAV virions) 

8 9

Chromosomal integration No No No (yes if rep gene is included) Yes Yes

Vector yield 
(transducing units/ml)

High (1012) High (1012) High (1012) Moderate (1010) Moderate (1010)

Entry mechanism Receptor (CAR)-mediated endocytosis, 
endosomal escape and microtubule 
transport to the nucleus

Receptor-mediated 
endocytosis, endosomal escape 
and transport to the nucleus

Receptor binding, conformational 
change of Env, membrane fusion, 
internalization, uncoating, nuclear 
entry of reverse-transcribed DNA

Transgene expression and 
practical application

Weeks to months; 
highly efficient short-
term expression 
(e.g. for cancer or in 
acute cardiovascular 
diseases)

>1 year; highly 
efficient medium- 
to long-term 
expression

>1 year; medium- to long-term 
gene expression for non-acute 
diseases (onset of transgene 
expression after ~3 weeks)

Long-term correction of genetic 
defects

Oncolytic potential? Yes No No No (but has potential to spread through 
the tumour without lysis, thereby 
spreading a suicide gene that encodes 
a pro-drug-converting enzyme)

Emergence of replication-
competent vector in vivo?

Possible but not a 
major concern

Negligible, low risk Possible but not a major 
concern

Risk is a concern Risk is a concern

Infects quiescent cells? Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Transcriptional targeting 
affected by chromosomal 
integration site?

No No No Yes Yes

Risk of oncogene 
activation by the vector?

No No No Yes Yes

AAV, adeno-associated virus; CAR, coxsackie and adenovirus receptor; Env, viral envelope protein. 
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Biotinylation strategies have also been developed 
for Ad vectors. A biotin-acceptor peptide (BAP) has 
been cloned into the fibre capsid protein to produce the 
Ad–BAP fusion. The BAP is biotinylated during vector 
production in mammalian cells and can therefore be 
coupled to a biotinylated targeting ligand via tetrameric 
avidin (FIG. 2Bb). Compared with coating the vector 
with biotinylated antibody, this strategy makes use of a 
more robust covalent attachment of biotin to the vector. 
This approach has been used to screen for potential target-
ing ligands21, to purify adenoviral vectors36 and to evaluate 

Ad capsid proteins for targeting37. In terms of potential 
clinical applications, the avidin–biotin system has been 
used to target Ad vectors to dendritic cells in vitro using 
monoclonal antibodies or high-affinity binding peptides 
as ligands for the targeted cell receptor38. The high-affinity 
binding of avidin to biotin (10–15) qualifies this system for 
in vivo applications, including therapeutic ones. Possible 
toxicity from high levels of avidin — which can complex 
biotin in the circulation — could be a concern; however, 
we consider this risk to be low, because only vector-bound 
avidin is expected to be introduced into the patient.

Figure 2 | Targeting options for viral vectors. Many targeting modalities have been implemented for all three vector 

types discussed in this Review. The targeting techniques are illustrated for only one viral attachment protein in most of 

the panels. A | Pseudotyping. A retroviral (lentiviral) vector is pseudotyped with an envelope protein (Env) from a 

different virus9. B | Adaptors. In part Ba, an adenoviral vector is coupled with a receptor–ligand fusion; in this example, 

the ectodomain of the adenoviral receptor is fused to a ligand that is expressed on a target cell type (for example, 

CD40L, the ligand for the CD40 receptor on dendritic cells)22. In part Bb, a biotin-acceptor peptide is integrated into 

the fibre knob, biotinylated and coupled to an avidin-containing ligand21. In part Bc, an antibody-binding domain is 

genetically incorporated into the adeno-associated virus (AAV) capsid to couple a monoclonal antibody to the vector43. 

In part Bd, a bispecific antibody is attached to the AAV capsid145. C | Genetic incorporation of a targeting ligand. In part 

Ca, a single-chain antibody (single-chain variable fragment (scFv) against human carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)) and 

a matrix metalloprotease (MMP) cleavage site are coupled to the viral envelope protein (Env). This allows binding to 

tumour cells that express CEA, followed by cleavage of the MMP cleavage site by tumour-secreted MMP48. The vector 

can also be targeted to tumour cells by incorporating a tumour-specific scFv directly into Env. However, these insertions 

can perturb infection if the targeted receptor does not support the required post-binding steps towards viral entry. 

The MMP cleavage site allows release of the scFv before fusion with the target cell. In part Cb, incorporation of a small 

targeting ligand (for example, an RGD peptide) can be used to target a vector to integrin receptors73. In part Cc, the 

serotype is changed to achieve desired targeting140. In part Cd, the use of different fibres in the same vector allows 

multifunctionality in a mosaic fibre virus93. CAR, coxsackie and adenovirus receptor.
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AAV vectors can be biotinylated in a similar way to 
Ad vectors, and this system is now being used as a plat-
form for purification and targeting of this vector type39. A 
different biotinylation approach has recently been taken 
with vaccinia viral vectors and has proved successful for 

in vitro targeting. The virus was chemically biotinyl-
ated, followed by the addition of avidin and subsequent 
incubation with a biotinylated antibody, which allowed 
targeting to MHCI- and B7.2-transfected tumour cells40. 
The avidin–biotin system seems to be suitable for any 

Table 2 | Targeting systems

Approach Principle Advantages Disadvantages Examples

Pseudotyping

Approach 
overview

Use of a viral attachment 
protein from a different virus 
strain or family

Technically easy when the 
biology is supportive or 
compatible

Limited availability of pseudotypes 
that fit the desired target cell; possible 
reduction of transfection efficiency 
(retrovirus)

Ad (in vitro)18 
(in vivo)120; 
AAV (in vivo)138; 
Lentivirus (in vivo)30

Adaptor systems

Approach 
overview

Use of a molecule that binds 
both the vector and target-
cell receptor to facilitate 
transduction

Limited knowledge of 
capsid structure is sufficient; 
flexibility; no/minimal change 
in vector structure; easy 
preclinical testing of different 
targeting ligands

Two-component system; stoichiometry 
of adaptor to vector might vary 
between batches; two molecules must 
be produced separately; issues with 
regulatory agencies; adaptor might 
dissociate in vivo; clinical applicability 
can be limited

Receptor–ligand A native viral receptor is fused 
to the targeting ligand

Easy preclinical testing Correct folding of each new receptor–
ligand pair must be determined

Ad (in vivo)22; 
retrovirus (in vitro)24

Bispecific 
antibody

Two antibodies are coupled, 
with the resulting molecule 
having specificity for the 
vector and the target

Using existing reagents, the 
antibody is easy to make; 
screening for different 
targets is readily possible

Binding affinity of the targeting 
complex to the vector can vary

Ad (in vivo)139; 
AAV (in vitro)145; 
coronavirus (in vitro)148

Chemical linkage Targeting moiety is bound to 
the vector by chemical means

A covalent bond is formed 
with the targeting complex, 
thus no adaptor dissociation 
from the vector

Technically more demanding 
than other adaptor systems (but 
nevertheless scaleable for clinical 
applications)

Ad (in vitro)29,31

Avidin–biotin Biotin is coupled to the vector 
and then bound to the avidin–
ligand complex

High-affinity binding of the 
targeting complex to the 
vector; allows easy vector 
purification

Some risk for toxicity in clinical 
applications (biotin from the 
circulation could be complexed)

Ad (in vitro)38; 
AAV (in vitro)39; 
retrovirus (in vitro)34,35

Antibody Antibody binds to a 
genetically incorporated Ig-
binding domain of the vector

Vast pool of available 
antibodies for targeting; easy 
coupling

Antibodies from the circulation could 
interfere with targeting

Ad (in vitro)44; 
AAV (in vitro)43; 
retrovirus (in vitro)45

Genetic systems

Approach 
overview

A polypeptide is incorporated 
into the vector by genetic 
means to facilitate 
transduction

Single-component system; 
favoured for clinical 
application; ease of high-titre 
vector production

Technically more challenging 
than adaptor approaches; can be 
detrimental to vector or ligand 
structure

Serotype 
switching

Use of a different serotype 
from within the same virus 
family

Biological compatibility 
makes it feasible

Limited availability of serotypes; the 
precise cellular receptor is frequently 
unknown

AAV (in vivo)140; 
Ad (in vivo)149

Small targeting 
motifs

Small peptides are inserted 
into the capsid or viral 
attachment protein

Minimal disturbance of 
vector structure

Broadens tropism without ablating 
native tropism; limited number of 
available motifs, thus not applicable 
for all cell types

Ad (in vivo)76; 
AAV (in vitro)70; 
retrovirus (in vitro)73; 
phage–AAV (in vivo)20

Single-chain 
antibody

A single-chain antibody is 
incorporated into the viral 
attachment protein

Vast pool of tested antibodies 
available for targeting

Antibody might need adaptation to a 
biosynthetic pathway of virus protein 
production (Ad)

Ad (in vivo)19; 
AAV (in vitro)47; 
retrovirus (in vivo)48

Mosaic viral 
attachment 
proteins

Two viral attachment proteins 
with different properties are 
combined, allowing targeting, 
production or imaging in 
parallel

True multifunctionality in a 
virion can be achieved

Desired stoichiometry can be difficult 
to achieve

Ad (in vitro)93; 
AAV (in vitro)70

Ablation of 
native tropism

Mutation of the amino acids 
responsible for native tropism

Can be combined with other 
techniques

Can confound production in 
packaging cell line

Ad (in vivo)88; 
AAV (in vivo)87; 
Lentivirus (in vivo)13

AAV, adeno-associated virus; Ad, adenovirus.
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Box 3 | Imaging technologies for evaluating vector targeting

Until recently, testing the biodistribution of targeted vectors required 
sacrificing animals to evaluate transgene expression or viral particle 
concentration in various organs124,125. Several clinical trials have shown a lack 
of useful end points that would allow evaluation of vector targeting126,127. 
Approaches that allow imaging of viral vector distribution in vivo have the 
advantage that animals do not need to be sacrificed for analysis, enabling 
multiple real-time measurements of vector distribution. Vectors with novel 
modalities that allow in vivo imaging are now being developed. Imaging 
moieties are generally either expressed in the form of a reporter transgene 
from the viral genome or attached to the vector by genetic fusion to a capsid 
protein.

Gene-based imaging can make use of radioactive systems, such as the 
vector-mediated gene transfer of herpes simplex thymidine kinase, which can 
phosphorylate radiolabelled nucleoside analogues. Quantification is carried 
out using positron emission tomography (PET) imaging128, which is applicable 
in clinical settings. Alternatively, light-emitting systems can be used, 
including those using luciferase and green or red fluorescent proteins129,130.

A recent example illustrates how imaging can greatly facilitate the 
evaluation of targeting approaches. A lentiviral vector that was pseudotyped 
with the envelope protein (Env) of the Sindbis virus was successfully 
retargeted to metastatic melanoma in vivo13. To achieve this, the Sindbis Env 
was mutated to ablate liver or spleen tropism, and the ZZ domain (Ig-binding 
domain) of protein A was genetically fused to this protein. This allowed 
coupling to a monoclonal antibody that targeted P-glycoprotein-expressing 
melanoma cells (see part a in the figure). Biodistribution was monitored 
through imaging, which was facilitated by vector-mediated luciferase 
expression. Part b in the figure shows ablation of the native tropism of the 
vector. SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) mice were injected 
systemically with a lentivirus that was pseudotyped with a Sindbis Env 
protein that contained an antibody-binding domain. The upper panel shows 
strong liver and spleen tropism owing to domains within the Sindbis Env 
protein that target the vector to these tissues. Mutating these domains 
largely ablated this natural tropism (shown in the lower panel). Light emission 
is measured in photons (p) s –1 cm–2 steridian (sr)–1. In part c, mice were 
injected first with tumour cells that form lung metastases, and 12 days later 
with the vector. Use of a nonspecific control antibody did not lead to tumour-
cell transduction (shown in the upper panel), whereas use of a tumour-cell-
specific antibody leads to transduction of tumour cells in the lung (lower 
panel). This study shows how combining several targeting techniques 
(pseudotyping, ablation of native tropism and adaptor coupling) can lead to 
truly targeted gene transfer after systemic application, and how imaging is 
essential for the analysis. 

For Ad vectors, it has recently become possible to incorporate imaging 
ligands into the capsid. Green and red fluorescent proteins131–133, herpes 
simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSVtk)134 and an HSVtk–luciferase fusion 
protein135 have been fused to the capsid protein pIX, allowing multi-modality 
imaging. In all cases, the imaging ligands retained their activity. Because of 
the localization of the imaging signal, capsid labelling seems to be especially 
promising in the context of tracking the intracellular fate of vectors, which 
would not be possible otherwise, and for observing the spread of targeted 
oncolytic vectors.

Another approach exploits magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which has 
been used in a gene therapy context136 but only recently became applicable 
for direct vector imaging. Räty et al. used MRI-based imaging of an avidin-
coated baculovirus that was conjugated with biotinylated 
superparamagnetic iron oxide particles137. This technique should be easily 
applicable to other capsid-coated viruses. The spatial resolution of MRI is in 
the millimetre (typical for medical MRI) to micrometre (typical for research 
MRI) range, which is much greater than for the other imaging methods (which 
generally have a resolution of several millimetres) and which will allow 
assignment of vector location to individual cells. However, MRI is 
considerably less sensitive than radioactive or light-based imaging systems. 
Parts b and c reproduced with permission from Nature Medicine REF. 13 © 
(2005) Macmillan Publishers Ltd. 
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vector type that allows incorporation of a BAP, or that 
can be chemically biotinylated — techniques that should 
be universally applicable — and is expected to be utilized 
in many more applications in the future. 

Monoclonal antibodies as adaptors. Antibodies have 
been used as targeting tools in various applications41,42, 
and many researchers are working on ways to capitalize 
on the diversity and wide availability of these reagents. 
Vectors have been genetically modified to allow cou-
pling of monoclonal antibodies; for example, a region 
of a bacterial immunoglobulin (Ig)-binding protein 
(usually the Z-domain of the staphylococcus protein A) 
can be inserted into the viral attachment proteins of 
various vector systems14,43–45. In this way, the unmodi-
fied antibody can work like an adaptor, bridging the 
Ig-binding domain that is incorporated in the vector to the 
target receptor through its antibody specificity (FIG. 2Bc). 
This approach has been successfully used in vitro and 
in SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) mice13. 
However, a significant limitation of this approach is 
that polyclonal Igs in the bloodstream might compete 
to displace the monoclonal antibody from the virally 
displayed Ig-binding protein before it reaches its target 
site. The approach has not yet been advanced to clinical 
testing and might be better suited to ex vivo gene therapy 
applications that require transduction of specific target 
cells in a mixed cell population (for example, stem cells 
in bone marrow). 

Challenges facing adaptor systems. Most of the adaptor 
systems described above have disadvantages that detract 
from their potential use for gene therapy. One disadvan-
tage relates to the potentially suboptimal stability of the 
vector–adaptor complex, especially in vivo, which might 
result from unforeseen interactions with factors that 
perturb the non-covalent binding. Systems that rely on 
either the BAP, with their strong binding of the targeting 
complex, or on chemical conjugation are the least likely 
to be affected by this. In addition, difficulties can arise 
in terms of scaling up adaptor protein production, and 
the coupling efficiency might vary between different 
batches. Finally, regulatory agencies favour single-
component systems and consider the adaptor and the 
virus to be separate drugs. One perceived problem is that 
the crosslinker might elute from the surface of the virus 
in vivo; the adaptor approach is also considered more 
cumbersome for clinical applications.

None of the adaptor approaches has been tested 
extensively in vivo, which has limited our understanding 
of their potential utility. Systems based on the BAP have 
great flexibility and are expected to be widely applied, 
including potentially in patients. The other systems 
are likely to have their greatest potential in preclinical 
proof-of-principle studies.

Genetic incorporation of targeting ligands 

To avoid the potential complexities of adaptor systems, 
researchers have investigated methods for the genetic 
incorporation of targeting ligands into viral vectors. 
Genetic fusion of these ligands into the capsid or the 

envelope protein yields a single virion molecule that 
recognizes the target cell. Despite being more techni-
cally challenging than the use of adaptors, such single-
component systems provide homogenous retargeted 
vector particles, unlike adaptor-based approaches. As well 
as overcoming the regulatory issues of two-component 
systems, this approach facilitates high-titre production 
by eliminating the need to create a separate adaptor 
molecule.

Systems involving polypeptide ligands. Several prom-
ising single-component systems involve the genetic 
incorporation of polypeptide ligands into viral surface 
proteins, giving vectors new and highly specific tropisms 
for cells expressing the target antigen. This approach was 
pioneered in 1993 with the display of a single-chain anti-
body on the surface of an enveloped virus46. In this case, 
an anti-hapten antibody was genetically fused near the 
N-terminus of the MLV surface (SU) component of 
the envelope glycoprotein, and retroviral vectors incor-
porating the chimeric protein were shown to bind to 
hapten via the displayed antibody. 

The single-chain antibody approach has been applied to 
several vectors — AAV47, adenovirus19, retrovirus48 (FIG. 2Ca),
 measles virus49 and herpes simplex virus50 — underlin-
ing the versatility of this approach. Many other complex 
polypeptide ligands, including growth factors and 
cytokines, have since been displayed on various gamma-
retroviral envelope glycoproteins, as either N-terminal 
fusions, insertions into the proline-rich hinge region 
or substitutions for the N-terminal protein domains51. 
Similar engineering has been attempted for other 
enveloped viruses: ligands have been fused proximal 
to the N-termini of herpesvirus proteins gC and gD52, 
influenza haemagglutinin53,54 and the VSV-G protein55, 
and a ligand has been inserted within the N-terminal 
receptor-binding domain of the E2 attachment protein 
of Sindbis virus14.

Despite the great potential of this approach in terms 
of specificity, one limitation to applying it more gen-
erally is that the introduction of large proteins can be 
deleterious to the structure of the viral protein into 
which they are inserted, or can impede the correct 
folding of the incorporated polypeptide. Incorporation 
of a single-chain antibody fusion into an Ad vector was 
initially impeded because of the different biosynthetic 
pathways that are used to produce the scFv (which is 
synthesized in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 
facilitating formation of disulphide bridges) and the Ad 
capsid proteins (which are synthesized in the cytosol, 
interfering with the formation of these bridges)56. In 
addition, incorporation of such large proteins into the 
Ad fibre can impede proper folding (trimerization) of 
the fibre and hence viral rescue. The use of cytosoli-
cally stabilized scFvs (intrabodies) and the generation 
of an artificial fibre allowed genetic coupling of the fibre 
and scFv in the Ad system19. The artificial fibre has the 
added advantage of ablating the native tropism of Ad. 
One challenge in using this system relates to identifying 
scFvs that will fold correctly in the cytosol, requiring 
expertise in scFv technology and complex fibre 
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modifications. By contrast, the glycoproteins of envel-
oped vectors are routed through the ER, which supports 
the folding and post-translational modification of 
complex proteins fused to the envelope57,58. Thus, 
polypeptide ligands with multiple disulphide bonds, 
stringent glycosylation requirements or oligomeric 
structures can be more readily displayed on enveloped 
viruses than on non-enveloped viruses.

Targeted virus attachment does not necessarily lead 
to targeted entry. In the case of retroviral envelope gly-
coproteins, displayed targeting ligands usually impede 
infectivity because the normal functions of the viral 
attachment protein are altered. This can lead to direction 
of the virus into a non-functional entry pathway, steric 
blocking of its natural receptor interactions or prevention 
of conformational changes that are required for effective 
fusion triggering51. These problems led to the concept of 
inverse targeting, whereby the viral envelope glycopro-
tein is modified to selectively destroy its infectivity for 
cells expressing a targeted receptor59. Thus, amphotropic 
retroviral vectors that display epidermal growth factor 
(EGF), stem-cell factor (SCF) or insulin-like growth 
factor 1 (IGF1) are selectively non-infectious for cells 
that express the cognate receptors (EGFR, KIT or IGFR), 
but remain fully infectious for other (receptor-negative) 
human cells59–61. This inverse targeting provides a use-
ful way to detarget the liver (EGFR positive) or marrow 
stem cells (KIT positive), and can be used to ameliorate 
specific vector toxicities against these targets, although 
the number of potential applications is limited. 

Protease targeting is another concept that has emerged 
from early unsuccessful efforts to reprogramme retrovi-
rus entry. Here virus infectivity is engineered to depend 
on the proteolytic maturation of a viral surface protein. 
This can be achieved through cleavage of a protease-
susceptible linker that tethers an infectivity-blocking 
polypeptide to the viral surface. Another approach is 
cleavage of an engineered junctional sequence between 
the SU and transmembrane (TM) components of a ret-
roviral envelope glycoprotein, or between the F1 and F2 
components of a measles attachment glycoprotein62. In 
this way, the vector is targeted to cells that are bathed in 
the appropriate protease. Examples include the targeting 
of protease-rich tumours63 by vectors with an infectivity 
that is selectively activated by matrix metalloproteinases 
(MMPs) (FIG. 2) or by plasmin. Other potential protease-
rich targets include the sites of new blood vessel forma-
tion in diabetic retinopathy and in the pannus tissue of 
joints affected by rheumatoid arthritis, as well as sites 
of acute and chronic inflammation. 

Several animal studies have demonstrated the feasi-
bility of in vivo transductional targeting using retroviral 
and lentiviral vectors with genetically incorporated 
polypeptide ligands. In one study, a retroviral vector 
that was activated by MMP and displayed a melanoma-
targeting single-chain antibody was shown to target 
gene delivery to MMP-rich melanoma xenografts64. In 
another study, the liver was successfully detargeted by 
pseudotyping lentiviral vectors with an amphotropic 
MLV envelope glycoprotein that displayed EGF as an 
N-terminal fusion65. The reduced hepatic transduction 

in this case resulted from inverse targeting, which was 
possible because EGF receptors are expressed abundantly 
on hepatocytes. 

A third example is represented by the first and so far 
only targeted vector that has been tested in the clinic: the 
retroviral vector Rexin-G, which expresses a cytocidal 
dominant-negative form of cyclin G1. This vector dis-
plays the collagen-binding portion of von Willebrand 
factor (vWF), which is required for the adhesion of 
platelets to sites of injured endothelium66, incorporated 
in its Env protein. Exploiting this targeting mechanism 
allows preferential vector delivery to the tumour site 
where angiogenesis and collagen matrix exposure occur 
(tumour neovessels)67. Rexin-G is targeted to the extra-
cellular matrix of tumour tissue68 and has been tested 
for its anti-tumour activities in three clinical studies69. 
Several cases of partial responses and stable disease 
demonstrated the effectiveness of the vector.

The limitations that are encountered during ret-
roviral or lentiviral vector targeting using engineered 
polypeptide ligands do not necessarily apply for other 
enveloped viruses. In contrast to retroviruses, the 
attachment and fusion functions of the measles virus 
are encoded on separate proteins, making it easier 
to manipulate binding specificity without negatively 
impacting the efficiency of fusion triggering (see 
below). However, measles is still the only virus that can 
be efficiently retargeted through a wide range of cellular 
receptors using a variety of cell-targeting polypeptides 
without significant reductions in its entry efficiency. 

Small-peptide motifs. Small-peptide motifs are less 
likely to perturb the structure of the viral attachment 
protein, which permits their insertion at various 
regions of the protein. Despite their small size (gener-
ally 3–20 amino acids), they can change the targeting 
characteristics of a vector dramatically.

Small peptides containing an RGD motif, which 
targets vectors to integrins, have most often been used 
for this purpose, facilitating diverse applications that 
include targeting of the vasculature and of tumour 
cells. Such targeting has been achieved for AAV 
(in vitro)70, adenovirus (ex vivo in tissue-slice assays71, and 
in vivo)72, retroviral vectors (in vitro)73 (FIG. 2Cb), and for 
a phage–AAV hybrid vector (in vivo)20. Another useful 
small-peptide targeting moiety is the poly-lysine (pK7) 
peptide that targets vectors to heparan sulphates, which 
are overexpressed in a number of malignancies74 and 
other pathologies. Adenoviral vectors carrying pK7 in 
their fibre knob showed an increased transduction of 
various CAR-deficient targets, such as skeletal muscle 
in vivo75. In addition, RGD and pK7 have recently been 
used together in the Ad capsid to improve the efficiency 
of vector delivery (and hence survival) in a murine 
model of cancer76. Generally, both of these modifications 
broaden the vector tropism, which makes them especially 
useful for local administrations. An RGD-modified con-
ditionally replicating Ad77 is soon to be used clinically for 
local applications in ovarian carcinoma at the University 
of Alabama at Birmingham, USA, following the recent 
completion of animal safety tests78. 
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Although small-peptide motifs are versatile and can 
be used to target viral vectors to several cell types, other 
cell types cannot be targeted in this way and require 
different targeting approaches.

Library-selection approaches. As described above, 
genetic targeting approaches are limited by the size, 
and sometimes the structure, of the ligand that can be 
incorporated without compromising assembly, stabil-
ity or infectivity of the vector. It is also crucial that the 
displayed ligand maintains its bridging ability towards 
the target after fusion to the viral attachment protein. 
These considerations have driven library-selection 
approaches, which display the ligand in the context 
of the viral attachment protein and then select for the 
desired increase in infectivity by binding to a column 
that displays the targeting receptor79, by repeated cycles 
of binding to target cells80,81, or by serial passage through 
the target cells82. 

In one example, the H and I sheets of the Ad fibre 
knob were inserted into the pIII protein of a bacte-
riophage. A random peptide library was introduced 
between the Ad knob sheets and selected against the 
target cells. This resulted in identification of a peptide 
that improved Ad transduction of mouse muscle cells 
14-fold compared with unmodified Ad81. A different 
approach was used for library screening with AAV79. 
First, the AAV capsid protein CAP was subjected to 
PCR-based mutagenesis and recombination, followed by 
insertion into an AAV packaging plasmid and creation 
of an AAV library. This library was then screened for 
desired properties, for example, using heparin affinity 
chromatography to select for low or high heparin affin-
ity, or incubation with neutralizing serum to select for 
mutants that evaded antibody responses. Library selec-
tion for changes in retroviral vector tropism has also 
been carried out. For example, in one study82, feline 
leukemia virus (FeLV) envelope glycoproteins were 
randomized in the cell-targeting region by oligonucle-
otide insertions83,84 and subjected to transduction-based 
selection strategies in cancer cells. The resulting FeLV 
vector was able to transduce prostate cancer cell lines, 
but required the presence of a murine retrovirus (4070A) 
helper envelope glycoprotein to facilitate virus entry. 
Although this example demonstrates the feasibility of 
selecting vectors with new tropisms from retroviral 
libraries, the selection strategy cannot be focused on a 
specific known receptor; it can only be focused on a par-
ticular cell type. However, in cases in which no targeting 
ligands are known, such library-selection approaches can 
provide one way forward, and proof of principle for this 
approach has been established for targeting all the major 
vector classes79,81,85,86.

Ablation of native vector tropism. For systemic applica-
tions, the native vector tropism of gene therapy vectors 
might need to be ablated to avoid the transduction of 
non-target tissue. In some instances, the addition of the 
targeting ligand reduces the native tropism sufficiently. 
For example, the incorporation of peptides that tar-
get human venous endothelial cells into AAV capsids 

resulted in significantly lower hepatocyte transduc-
tion, but greatly increased venous-cell transduction87. 
However, there are other cases in which additional steps 
must be taken to ablate the native tropism of the vector.

For example, for the Ad serotype 5 vector, which is 
the most commonly used Ad vector, detargeting is of 
central importance to enable successful systemic treat-
ments that avoid effects on the liver; the addition of a 
targeting moiety alone is frequently insufficient. Many 
fibre mutants have been generated in attempts to achieve 
liver detargeting. The most dramatic effect has been 
seen for Ad fibres with deletions in a putative heparan-
sulphate proteoglycan-binding motif that resulted in a 
15-fold decrease in liver transduction and a 1,000-fold 
decrease when combined with a CAR-ablating mutation. 
However, the effects of detargeting mutations seem to be 
highly dependent on the strain and species of rodent88, 
highlighting the importance of using multiple and 
complementary preclinical model systems. 

Examples for tropism ablation regarding retroviral 
vectors are discussed above in the context of inverse 
targeting, and an example for a lentiviral vector is dis-
cussed in BOX 3. Generally, each vector requires specific 
changes in the viral attachment protein to ablate its 
native tropism. These modifications can then be used 
in a wide range of applications, with the exception of 
reverse targeting used for enveloped vectors, which is 
specific for a particular cell type.

An alternative to the above approaches is the use of 
a vector with no tropism in the target organism. When 
using a prokaryotic vector that normally does not infect 
eukaryotic cells, but can be modified with an RGD 
motif, systemic application becomes feasible and can 
lead to tumour-specific transduction, as shown for an 
AAV–phage hybrid20. 

Outlook and future directions

Cell-type-specific targeting in vivo by gene therapy 
vectors is a milestone that has only recently been real-
ized. For some applications, direct translation of that 
achievement to the clinic might be possible; for example, 
local application of genetically modified vectors with a 
broadened tropism or systemic administration of vec-
tors with specific targeting and ablated native tropism 
could see application in a few years. Other therapeutic 
interventions will require further research to achieve the 
desired targeting specificity, which should be facilitated 
by several recent developments. For example, single-
component systems (such as Ad with an artificial fibre 
that is genetically fused to a scFv) are easy to prepare in 
high titres and are not expected to face problems for clin-
ical approval. By contrast, a lentiviral vector coupled to 
an adaptor might face more problems during large-scale 
preparation and in regard to the general safety issues of 
lentiviral vectors. As we have seen, in many cases the 
challenges to developing a successful targeting vector 
relate to the biology of the individual vector type. 

Despite the vast range of experimental studies that 
have been carried out with targeted vectors, transition to 
a clinical setting has been slow. This delay is related 
to general problems in the field of gene therapy that 
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that forms a defense against 

pathogens. 

Transcytosis
Transport of macromolecules 

(including pathogens) 

across a cell, which consists 

of the endocytosis of a 

macromolecule at one side 

of a monolayer and its 

exocytosis at the other side. 

concern high costs of vector production for clinical use 
and acquisition of financial support for this production. 
Several rounds of clinical trials will be needed to opti-
mize a particular gene therapy approach, as is the case 
for other therapies (for example, monoclonal antibod-
ies), which needed several trials to find their way into 
clinical practice. The important aspect of the clinical 
studies that have begun, and are beginning now, is that 
targeted vectors can gain regulatory (Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA)) approval in the USA69. With 
most western nations being geared to FDA procedures, 
this approval represents an encouraging sign for targeted 
gene therapy protocols worldwide.

Although this Review has focused largely on the final 
step of targeting — transduction of the target cell — other 
aspects are equally important, especially for systemic 
vector administration. We have briefly discussed other 
potential obstacles, such as the immune system (antibod-
ies, complement system) or other blood factors that impact 
the vector in the blood stream, and ways to escape these 
problems that are currently being investigated (BOX 1). 
The exit of vectors from the blood stream into the target 
tissue will also be an important step to address. Ensuring 
that vectors move beyond the vascular endothelial layer 
after systemic application, for example, by transcytosis, 
will be of crucial importance to achieve clinical success 
in many instances (such as disseminated metastases).

Strategies to enable transcytosis have recently moved 
to the forefront of vector targeting research. Whereas 
transcytosis for a lentivirus, HIV, has been described89, 
this area is only just beginning to be explored for viruses 
that form the basis of the other types of gene therapy 
vectors. In the context of AAV, three serotypes out of 
five that were tested showed transcytosis; this ability was 
both serotype and cell-type specific90. Serotype switch-
ing, which can be achieved by transfection of plasmids 
with different capsid backbones, can therefore be a valu-
able tool when transcytosis of AAV is required. Coupling 
the Ad vector with an adaptor that targets the transfer-
rin-receptor pathway has enabled transcytosis, albeit 
at low efficiency91. Exploitation of other transcytosis 
pathways92 and elucidation of the natural transcytosis 
pathways of some viruses might allow for rational design 
of transcytosing vectors. Furthermore, the generation of 
vectors that are mosaic for their viral attachment protein 
(having two genetically distinct versions)93 could prove 
valuable (FIG. 2Cd). One attachment protein could carry a 

ligand for transcytosis, whereas the other could carry the 
ligand for transduction of the target cell. Alternatively, 
the transcytosis ligand could be placed onto other cap-
sid proteins (for example, pIX in the case of Ad), while 
having the transduction ligand on all viral attachment 
proteins. 

Besides improving established vector systems, new 
viruses are also being developed for targeted gene 
therapy. One promising example is the measles virus, 
an enveloped virus that has recently been retargeted to 
tumour cells to exploit its oncolytic potential. In con-
trast to retroviruses, because the attachment and fusion 
functions of the measles virus are encoded on separate 
proteins, it is easier to manipulate binding specificity 
without negatively impacting the efficiency of cell entry. 
Several large polypeptide ligands have been displayed 
on the surface of the measles virus as extensions of 
the viral attachment glycoprotein94. In most cases, the 
ligand-displaying measles viruses have been able to enter 
cells efficiently via the targeted receptor95,96. Mutations 
that are known to ablate the natural measles tropisms 
for CD46 and SLAM (signalling lymphocytic activa-
tion molecule) were subsequently incorporated into the 
chimeric viral attachment proteins, thereby generating 
fully retargeted measles viruses with entirely new recep-
tor specificities49. Several fully retargeted measles viruses 
have been shown to mediate targeted in vivo destruction 
of receptor-positive tumours97,98. In this way, new gene-
transfer vehicles can be created, combining established 
targeting principles (such as ablation of native tropism 
and targeting through single-chain antibodies) with the 
natural abilities of different vectors, thus continuously 
expanding the gene therapist’s toolbox.

The concepts of vector targeting that are described 
in this Review are now recognized throughout the gene 
therapy field. In regard to non-viral vectors, the efficien-
cies of gene transfer after systemic delivery are low unless 
vectors are administered under high pressure (for exam-
ple, hydrodynamic delivery in mice, which selectively 
transduces the liver). Non-viral vectors, which are essen-
tially DNA-containing nanoparticles, can be retargeted by 
incorporating ligands into their lipid or protein shells, but 
to date there are no convincing studies to demonstrate the 
in vivo utility of retargeted non-viral vectors. However, 
once their efficiencies approach those of viral vectors, the 
targeting principles that are outlined in this Review are 
also likely to be applicable to non-viral vectors.
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